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Minerals allow electrical conductivity to take place
between cells and among nerve endings.
Minerals go right into cells and start triggering off
reactions on a vibrational frequency level.
Opposed to dirty minerals that go in like a hammer and
try to force things to happen.

Continuous progress with the products.
Continue to use the formulas and relax and allow.

10:01 Atrial Fibrillation

not just about that.

Until the products you have are gone, use them up along

Anti-Arrhythmia Drug with lots of side effects.
The highest levels of magnesium are found in the heart.
Drugs tend to suppress magnesium. That's a problem.
Fluoride is not good for the body. 
Fluoride can't keep dragging magnesium out of the body
without negative side effects.

Then, work on conflict bases of the disease.
Out of labyrinth of your mind and relax and allow.

20:00 8 years ago surgery for large benign colon tumor
Chronic diarrhea
Low potassium after surgery.
Not feeling well even then.
So low in magnesium, they put him on IV magnesium
3 times a week through a PICC line.
Had infections and blood clots from PICC line.
Offered him a port for the IV magnesium.
Would necessitate surgery.
40 specialists said he had to have IV magnesium with port.

magnesium every other day.
7 years with a PICC line with no hope of getting it out.

T-Tapp Retreat

ReLyte Booklet
Pico-Ionic Minerals are more about frequency than substance.

Pico Ionic minerals work so fast.
ReLyte gives an immediate hit of energy.
Whatever people have, they want more. iON

NRF2 synthesizers to increase glutathione
Other products vs. ReAline
Methionine is a precursors to glutathione, but ReAline is

There's the methylated Bs and taurine.

with ReAline.

Effectiveness of RNA Drops and Completement.

Had been taking ReMag for a couple of weeks.
He upped his ReMag to 3-5 tsps per day.
Blood levels with ReMag orally tested the same as IV 



Told he would have to have a port.
He is feeling much better in general.

school; learned this in my own struggles with
magnesium.

He will not need so much magnesium to keep his levels

The worst is over! It's the beginning of his miracle.
28:51 Parasites

parasites be gone?
Yeast overgrowth probably is involved.
We've created an environment that is conducive to yeast and
bacteria overgrowth and parasites.
Low body temperature reinforces the environment.
That's a thyroid imbalance.

minerals.
Whole line of products will elevate a person out of their 
thyroid issue and improve their immune system.

Made in each cell where it is required.
The formulas will work with parasites, although, we will
never do studies to prove it. Will have testimonials.

Treat the cause, not the symptoms.

Allowing your body to be the genius is was meant to be.
Step out of the way and let the body take care of itself.

35:37

Drink Natural Calm as a tea. 

What can I do for blood pressure?

No fluoride in any of her medications.
Medications are meant for short term use when you figure
out how to deal with the problem.
Your blood pressure medication is a calcium channel
blocker.
Magnesium does that naturally.

Didn't learn about pico meter magnesium in medical

Suggested he add the ReLyte.

up with ReLyte.

Paradon a few times a year. Not always effective.
If on RNA Drops and Completement Products, will the

ReLyte will rebalance the thyroid with iodine and other

Your body will make glutathione out  of the methionine.
Hard to get a glutathione product. Better to have a precursor.

Prescript Assist probiotic, although probiotics in RNA Drops.

That's where the Completement Formulas are stellar.

Very high blood pressure and Afib.
ReMag - 3 droppers 3 times a day
ReLyte once per day - 3 droppers

Afib all day on Saturday.
Took epsom salt bath on Sunday; Afib stopped.

On medications - multak, warfarin
Rare chance for someone with Afib to have a blood clot.
That's why they are on coumadin.



Magnesium RBC Test 6.4
Total Biology - blood pressure relates to people who have

with a problem outside the home
Body is tight and tense, clamping down on your blood
vessels, putting more pressure on your heart.
Look at what creates stress outside of your body.
Family history - my time has come.
Turning off the RNA Cholesterol Gene.

Do some people require more magnesium than others?
Yes, people are so individual. 
Taking natural and prescribed thyroid medication.

blocks it needs with the minerals, then you aren't going to
require so much thyroid medication.
Take your pulse rate - if it goes up 5-10 points, your thyroid
is getting stronger.
Then, you could talk to your doctors and wean off some of
the thyroid medication.
"Lying Down Therapy" blog

a conflict where they work, tension at work, pre-occupied

ReMag is the best thing I've ever drunk.
ReMag will build up to a saturated level.
You've only been on the ReMag 3 weeks.

As you take the ReLyte and give your thyroid the building
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